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Upside Down Kingdom—God’s Kingdom rights all wrongs
1 & 2 Peter—Refined through suffering
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Peter invites us to worship based on our future

, v3

Peter invites us to worship based on our future inheritance, v3

Why? Because this life is full of suffering.
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Hope placed in this life or things of this life will be disappointed
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Two distortions:
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about disappointment, or

1. complain about disappointment, or

2. worship a temporary idol from this life
God gifts us this living hope by His
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through Christ’s resurrection, v3

God gifts us this living hope by His mercy through Christ’s resurrection, v3

An inheritance is something promised to us now that we receive later
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Old Testament example of Israel’s inheritance in the Promised Land
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Where do we hitch our hope? Is it a living or dying hope? cf. Ephesians 1:18
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What does this inheritance look like? v4
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Imperishable, undefiled, unfading, or eternal, pure, always
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This is important because we fail, this life fails
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This inheritance, our living hope, is reserved and
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I will build my life on the solid rock of His Word:
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I’m grateful for my living hope, my future inheritance
I confess and repent of being attached to a dying hope from this world
I confess that I complain too much about disappointment
God’s Word convicts me to hitch my heart to my living hope in Christ
For the first time, I want to call upon Jesus as my Lord and Savior
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